Abstract. Multiangle remote sensing data can discriminate among aerosol air mass types, as represented by climatologically probable, external mixtures of component particles. Retrievals are performed over a comparison space of four-component mixtures, selected from six commonly observed components having assumed, fixed microphysical properties but with mixing ratios free to vary from 0% to 100%. We refer to this approach, which assumes climatologically probable component particles and derives aerosol mixtures from the observations, as a "climatological retrieval." On the basis of simulated Multiangle Imaging Spectroradiometer (MISR) observations over dark water, the retrieval can distinguish mixtures containing large, spherical particles (sea salt), nonspherical particles (accumulation and coarse mode dust), and small, dark particles (black carbon) to within 20% or better of each component's true mixing ratio. This is sufficient to distinguish maritime from continental aerosol air masses. The retrievals, which use all nine MISR angles and the two wavelengths least affected by ocean surface reflectance (672 and 867 nm), are not good at distinguishing medium, spherical, nonabsorbing (sulfate) from medium, spherical, absorbing (carbonaceous) particles. However, the sum is retrieved to within 20% of the true mixing ratio or better. This is significantly more detail about the properties of particle mixtures than has previously been retrieved from satellite data, and in all cases, the derived total column aerosol optical depth remains well constrained, to at least 0.05 or 20%, whichever is larger. We expect the MISR data, with its frequent global coverage, to complement in situ and field data, which can provide greater detail about aerosol size and composition locally. This combined effort should advance our knowledge of aerosol behavior globally and our ability to model the impact of aerosols on the climatically important solar radiation budget.
Introduction
Recent advances in modeling the Earth's climate and studying its radiation balance have brought us to a point where the contributions made by aerosols to the global radiation budget significantly affect the results [e.g., Andreae, 1995; Charlson et al., 1992; Cusack et al., 1998; Hansen et al., 1997; Haywood et al., 1999; Li et al., 1997; Penner et al., 1994] . Aerosols are thought to contribute to direct radiative forcing in the atmosphere and indirectly through their influence as nucleation sites for cloud particles. Knowledge of both aerosol optical depth and microphysical properties of particles are needed to adequately model aerosol effects on climate.
Currently, we must rely on satellite remote sensing to provide the spatial and temporal coverage required for global monitoring of atmospheric aerosols. However, the retrieval of aerosol properties by remote sensing is a notoriously underdetermined problem, and the only operational, global-scale, satellite-based retrieval of aerosols derives aerosol optical depth from single-angle, monospectral data, using assumed values for all the aerosol microphysical properties [Rao et al., 1989; Stowe et al., 1997] .
Multiangle, multispectral remote sensing observations, such as those anticipated from the Earth Observing System (EOS) Multiangle Imaging Spectroradiometer (MISR), provide a type of information about the characteristics of aerosols never before obtained from satellites [Martonchik et al., 1998; Diner et al., 1998a] . The instrument is unique in having higher spatial resolution, a wider range of downtrack view angles, and higher precision onboard calibration than even the recently flown POLDER instrument [Deschamps et al., 1994] . MISR was launched into polar orbit on December 18, 1999, aboard the EOS Terra satellite. It measures the upwelling shortwave radiance from Earth in four spectral bands, centered at 446, 558, 672, and 867 nm, at each of nine view angles spread out in the forward and aft directions along the flight path at 70.5Њ, 60.0Њ, 45.6Њ, 26.1Њ, and nadir. Over a period of 7 min, as the spacecraft flies overhead, a 360 km wide swath of Earth is successively viewed by each of the cameras. As a result, MISR samples a very large range of scattering angles, between about 60Њ and 160Њ at midlatitudes. The maximum spatial sampling rate is 275 m, and global coverage is acquired about once in nine days at the equator. The nominal mission lifetime is 6 years.
MISR data are being used to characterize surface albedo and bidirectional reflectance, and cloud properties. We also have algorithms to retrieve aerosol optical depth and to distinguish air masses containing different mixes of atmospheric aerosols, globally. This is the third in a series of theoretical papers that explore our ability to retrieve information about atmospheric particles from MISR. The first two papers ask how well we can distinguish among particles having systematically and independently varying ranges of microphysical properties. A four-dimensional space was explored, covering natural ranges of effective size, real and imaginary refractive indexes, and optical depth . A separate investigation looked at optical depth, effective size, and spherical versus randomly oriented nonspherical shapes, for Saharan dust-like composition . The "generic" approach to aerosol retrieval, adopted in these studies, interprets top-of-atmosphere radiances in terms of a column-averaged, cross-section-weighted mean effective aerosol population having unimodal, lognormal size distribution, and uniform composition.
On the basis of the simulations, we showed that over calm ocean surfaces, and with commonly observed ranges of particle optical depth and size distribution, the MISR algorithm can retrieve column optical depth for all but the darkest particles to an accuracy better than 0.05 or 20%, whichever is larger, even if the microphysical properties of the particles are poorly known. It can distinguish spherical from nonspherical particles having Saharan dust-like composition. At most latitudes, MISR can also identify three to four distinct size groups between 0.1 and 2.0 m characteristic radius and two to three compositional groups over the natural range of refractive indices.
These results indicate that the MISR aerosol retrieval can distinguish about a dozen groupings of particles over the natural range of physical properties: three sizes, two or three compositions, and spherical versus randomly oriented nonspherical particles. This represents a major improvement over current operational remote sensing aerosol retrievals, suggesting that with MISR data, we should be able to track air masses on a global scale based on the microphysical properties of the aerosols within them.
The generic retrieval produces aerosol physical properties with a minimum of assumptions; of the column-average particle microphysical properties, only a distribution function for particle size, though not the characteristic radius itself, is assumed. This is a good approach for assessing the information content of observations. However, the effective columnaverage particle properties obtained may not correspond to any particles actually observed in the field or predicted by transport models. Under natural conditions, component particles are mixed. Constraints on mixtures of particles in the air mass are needed to (1) identify air mass source regions, (2) track the evolution of air masses as they are advected downstream from their sources, (3) make meaningful comparisons between MISR retrievals and in situ aerosol samples, and (4) make meaningful comparisons between MISR retrievals and transport model results.
In this paper we develop a MISR algorithm for retrieving aerosol air mass types, as represented by external mixtures of component particles. Since it is impractical to test every conceivable mixture of every possible component, we adopt a "climatological" retrieval approach, which asks how well we can distinguish among mixtures of assumed, climatologically probable component particles with MISR data. The additional assumptions allow us to probe directly the way MISR might identify air masses containing common mixtures of aerosols in Earth's atmosphere and to compare retrieval results with in situ observations and with aerosol transport model predictions.
Some of the best known satellite aerosol retrieval algorithms currently in use are climatological algorithms. These include the advanced very high resolution radiometer (AVHRR) standard retrieval , and a two-channel algorithm applied to the Ocean Color Temperature Scanner (OCTS) instrument, which flew aboard the ADEOS spacecraft [Higurashi and Nakajima, 1999] . These algorithms adopt one-or two-component climatologies, appropriate to data from the previous generation of remote sensing instruments but not adequate to take advantage of the additional information about particle properties in the MISR multiangle observations.
In section 2 we develop a climatology of four-component mixtures, based on an analysis of published global, monthly aerosol transport model results. This climatology is rich enough to represent a range of aerosol characteristics covering the entire transport model data set, to at least the level of detail to which MISR is sensitive, based on the generic retrieval results. We also make an effort to assess the quality of the climatology data, since the value of a climatological retrieval rests on the accuracy of the assumed climatology. Section 3 describes the way we analyze the multidimensional particle mixture sensitivity data. As in previous studies, we concentrate on situations under which the MISR sensitivity to particle properties (except possibly absorption) is likely to be greatest: over cloud-free, calm ocean. Results and conclusions are presented in the subsequent sections.
An Aerosol Climatology of Four-Component Mixtures
One of the motivations for flying MISR and other EOS instruments is that current knowledge of the global-scale distribution of aerosol air mass types is inadequate for the purposes of many climate change studies. However, the slate is not completely blank. Field observers have identified about a halfdozen broad classes of component aerosols (though their detailed properties vary considerably in space and time) and have discovered that only certain combinations of components are found commonly in nature [e.g., Prospero et al., 1983; d'Almeida et al., 1991; Kopke et al., 1997, and references therein] . We use results from a collection of global transport models (summarized by Tegen et al. [1997] ) to identify climatologically probable groupings of component aerosols.
Each transport model estimates the monthly global distribution of one or more of six common component aerosols: sulfate, carbonaceous, and black carbon particles [Liousse et al., 1996] , accumulation and coarse mode dust [Tegen and Fung, 1995] , and sea-salt particles [Tegen et al., 1997] . Some characteristics of these models are given in Table 1 . We resampled each model output to a uniform 1Њ by 1Њ global grid, using bilinear interpolation. (At the 1Њ scale, the model results are smooth, so resampling does not introduce spurious gradients.) For each model, the aerosol column mass per unit area was converted to an optical depth contribution using the factor in column 6 of Table 1 . We linearly superposed the six data planes to obtain a global grid containing monthly estimates of total column aerosol optical depth and a fraction of total optical depth contributed by each of the component aerosols, evaluated at midvisible wavelengths (MISR band 2, at 558 nm).
The climatology developed in this section amounts to a new classification of aerosol mixtures. It is aimed at meeting two objectives. First, it must boil the transport model results down to a small number of aerosol component groupings, which we call mixing groups, which encompass the climatologically probable combinations of component aerosols for all locations and months. A mixing group consists of all possible fractional amounts of four component aerosols; the microphysical properties of each component are assumed and fixed, but the mixing ratios of each component are free to vary from 0% to 100%, in increments of 5%. This produces 1771 mixtures per mixing group. We find that five mixing groups are needed to span the climatology. In subsequent sections we test each set of measurements by comparing it with all mixtures in all five mixing groups, for each of 21 values of column aerosol optical depth, a total of 185,955 comparison models.
The second goal of the climatology is to identify air mass types, composed of specific fractional amounts of component particles in the mixing groups, which give a fair representation of the global-scale spatial and temporal aerosol mixture patterns. These representative air mass types are not needed for climatological retrievals with MISR data, but for the sensitivity study, they are used to generate sample measurements. The sensitivity study asks how narrow a range of mixtures, from among all those in the entire comparison space, give acceptable matches to the simulated MISR radiances in each set of sample measurements. A narrower range indicates that the retrieval is more specific as to the identity and fraction of each component present.
Mixture Classification
We begin by defining mixing groups as combinations of component particles in the aerosol climatology. We expect MISR to make about a dozen distinctions based on aerosol microphysical properties . This amount of detail is captured by mixtures of four component aerosols; having fewer components would eliminate some climatologically common mixtures that MISR can identify, whereas including more components adds only redundant retrieval results. So we classify the six-layer, aggregated, global transport model data set according to the four component particles that contribute most to the total column optical depth at each location and month. The two components that contribute least to a given space-time grid cell are ignored for that cell.
Plates 1a-1d give maps of particle mixing groups for 4 months spanning the year. The corresponding total column optical depths, also derived from the aggregated transport model results, are shown in Plates 2a-2d. Although the model results for most aerosol components were developed independently of each other, the mixture data are highly clustered. Of the 15 possible combinations of four component particles that can be made from the six included in the climatology, only five combinations are needed to describe the top four components for nearly the entire data set. This is an enormous simplification, indicating that in at least one respect, the aggregated transport models reflect aerosol mixture patterns noted by field observers. These mixing groups meet the first objective of the climatology, to provide a broad comparison space. Their compositions are given as major headings in Table 2 .
All five mixing groups contain sulfate particles. We label as "maritime" those groups that contain sea-salt particles; we call "continental" those groups that do not have sea salt among the four most abundant component particles but do have accumulation mode dust. The other aerosol components contributing to each group determine whether the classification is "dusty," "carbonaceous," or "black carbon." Representative colors for the maps in Plate 1 are chosen so that the most common maritime classes appear in shades of blue; the most common continental classes are brown. For those that remain, classes rich in black carbon are gray, those having high carbonaceous aerosol fraction are green, and the ones abundant in coarse dust are yellow.
We now address the second objective of the climatology, to Relative abundances are given as fractions of the total optical depth in MISR band 2 (558 nm effective wavelength). Numbers in parentheses are distinctive constituents of the mixture. "Accum. dust" stands for accumulation mode dust.
(1) 25-30%, (2) 20 -25%, (3) 15-20%, (4) 10 -15%, (5) 5-10%, and (6) 0 -5%. Red shades indicate high counts (Ͼ2500), gray are intermediate values (about 1200 -2500), light blue are values between 600 and 1200, dark blue are counts below 600, and black are locations for which there were no mixtures in the climatology falling in that mixture bin. The maximum value is a bright red voxel in panel (5) with 5895 counts and an average mixture of 47% sulfate, 13% carbonaceous, 33% accumulation mode dust, and 7% coarse mode dust (percent by optical depth). In the computer-interactive tool we can select fourdimensional histograms for any mixing group, aggregated either by month or for the full year. We can view planes having constant fraction of any component and select individual voxels in the planar representations to bring up the number of counts and mean proportions of each component contributing to that voxel.
Of 1771 voxels in this histogram, only 21% are nonzero. For this mixing group, planes for which the coarse mode dust component is greater than 40% are all empty. The voxels having nonzero counts are concentrated in a small part of the volume, and there are several local maxima, some of which show up better in the monthly histograms than in the annual aggregate. The other four mixing groups behave similarly and contain between 11 and 34% nonzero voxels (Table 2) , all concentrated in two or three clusters. This clustering represents a further simplification in the climatology and is another way the aggregated transport models reflect patterns seen by field observers.
We used a K-means clustering algorithm [Hartigan and Wong, 1979] to locate the centroids of clusters in each mixing group. Given a number (K) of clusters to be identified, the alogrithm locates cluster centers that minimize the sum (over all points) of the squared distance from each point in the space to its nearest cluster center. We use the percent contributions to total column optical depth of the four components as four linear metrics spanning the space. K-means algorithms depend heavily on the choice of K and also on initial guesses for the cluster center locations. We used the interactive, computerbased four-dimensional histogram tool (Plate 3) to identify initial guesses. We also experimented with the number and order of initialization values to assure that we found stable solutions and reviewed the monthly histograms and maps to search for clusters that may not show up well in the annual aggregates. The resulting 13 cluster centroids, given in Table 2 , are the representative aerosol air mass types we use for the sensitivity study. The spatial distributions of the mixing groups, subdivided into the 13 air mass types, are shown for 4 months spanning the year in Plates 1e-1h. Some attributes of air mass type spatial and temporal behavior are also summarized in Table 2 , column 6.
Assessment of the Climatology
Since the value of the climatological retrieval rests on the quality of the assumed climatology, we made an effort to understand its strengths and limitations. In qualitative terms, the patterns created by our classification scheme compare favorably with expectation and with observations [Tegen et al., 1997 , and references therein; see also Husar et al., 1997] . Continental classes predominate over most land masses and downwind in some coastal regions; maritime classes are found away from continents. Black carbon classes appear over Europe, eastern China, and tropical Africa and South America. Carbonaceous classes occur in the equatorial zone, persistently over Indonesia. Coarse dust is a major component over deserts and surrounding areas. Over oceans, at places more distant from the terrestrial sources of dust, biomass burning, or soot, the air masses tend to contain larger fractions of sulfates and sea-salt particles.
The classification is less meaningful where optical depth is low, since tiny amounts of one component can determine the class. This occurs in the polar regions, remote oceans, and high-latitude continental areas, particularly in winter. More generally, the climatology's optical depths, illustrated in Plates 2a-2d, also match qualitative, global-scale expectations: they are highest over well-known source regions such as the Sahara and Gobi deserts, the tropical rainforests and subtropical savannas during burning seasons, and major industrial areas such as eastern Europe and eastern China. Total column optical depths are also higher in summer than in winter in each hemisphere, and seasonal effects are greater in the land-rich Northern Hemisphere.
Our evaluation must take into account uncertainties in the transport models themselves, such as the assumption, for each component aerosol, of a universal value for the factor that converts column mass abundance to optical depth (Table 1) . Due, in part, to the choices made for these factors, maritime classes appear over western North America and parts of South America and subtropical Africa between January and April. Carbonaceous particles appear among the top four components at almost all locations and times. As discussed by Tegen et al. [1997] , there are other limitations to the transport model results, caused by model error, simplified parameterizations of physical processes, and unmodeled aspects of natural variability.
We take a few steps in the direction of a more quantitative, global assessment of the climatology, by comparing the model optical depth results with monthly aerosol optical depth retrievals over global oceans from the NOAA AVHRR measurements Rao et al., 1989] (Table 1) . The AVHRR retrieval is not specific as to component particle properties. Aerosol indices of refraction are assumed to be globally constant and equal to 1.4-0.0i. Particles are taken to have a lognormal size distribution with characteristic radius of 0.1 m and distribution width 2.03. The ocean surface is assumed to have a reflectivity of 0.002 at 0.63 m. Retrievals are performed only over cloud-free ocean, between 70Њ north and 70Њ south latitudes.
Global maps of the difference in total column aerosol optical depth between the AVHRR and the transport model results, for 4 months in 1989, a year without major volcanic contributions to the global aerosol load, are shown in Plates 2e-2h. The comparison must be viewed with caution: the AVHRR data are skewed toward cloud-free regions, which may produce an underestimate of aerosol optical depths on regional scales [Tegen et al., 1997] ; they are not sensitive to contributions from absorbing particles, and a single component aerosol is assumed. Nevertheless, the AVHRR data often report larger column optical depths than the aggregate of aerosol transport models; histograms of monthly global optical depth difference for 1Њ by 1Њ spatial cells (not shown) are skewed by about 0.05 in the direction of higher AVHRR values.
The AVHRR optical depth values range from the limit of detection up to about 1.0 and are generally within 0.2 of the model predictions. On a global scale, the biggest discrepancies between AVHRR and the models occur in the corridor where Saharan dust is advected westward across the Atlantic and in the Arabian Sea. Optical depths are relatively high in these regions to begin with. The AVHRR values usually exceed those of the model results by 0.25-0.5 over the mid-Atlantic (the extreme discrepancy is 0.8, and occurs in July), whereas the model results are mostly between 0.1 and 0.3 higher than AVHRR in the Arabian Sea, with the largest difference just under 0.5. For the purposes of the MISR sensitivity study, this represents good agreement; it provides climatological ranges of optical depth values upon which to focus the simulations.
To further assess the particle mixture classification part of the climatology, we reclassified the air masses after replacing the sulfate model from Liousse et al. [1996] with model results from Chin et al., [1996] (see Table 1 ). (Only for sulfates were we able to obtain comparable, monthly global transport model results from several sources.) Although this is far from a thorough test, it is a useful step to take for this study, since we are interested in general characteristics rather than details. We view differences between the two classifications as suggestive of the accumulated uncertainties in the climatology as they relate to our classification scheme.
Differences between the two sets of models produce different air mass classifications over Europe, and in some low optical depth regions of the North Atlantic and North Pacific. In particular, where sulfur emissions are high, such as Europe, the Liousse et al. [1996] model produces several times the optical depth in sulfate particles compared to Chin et al. [1996] . The differences are most pronounced in summer.
However, with these exceptions an instrument sensitive to the differences in aerosol mixtures captured by our classification scheme would identify similar aerosol air mass types everywhere else around the globe, given climatologies based on either transport model. Despite the qualitative nature of the classification scheme its value for the MISR sensitivity study stems from the agreement with expectation, since we classified the transport model results based only on relative abundances of component particles and not on any externally imposed spatial or temporal constraints. Similarly, we hope to derive rather than assume the spatial and temporal patterns of aerosol air mass types from MISR data.
Assumed Component Particle Optical Properties
Using the transport model results, we obtained representative mixtures of four components from among six component aerosols, given in fractions of the total column optical depth at midvisible wavelengths, on a monthly, 1Њ by 1Њ global grid. We also obtained representative values of total column optical depth on the same grid. To complete the climatology needed to assess MISR sensitivity, we must select optical properties for each of the six component aerosols. This is the most difficult part of the climatology to specify, since aerosol properties vary on many spatial and temporal scales. For example, hygroscopic particle properties change substantially depending on the relative humidity [e.g., Hegg et al., 1993] , and mineral dust properties vary with source region [Sokolik and Toon, 1996] .
Since we expect to distinguish about three size groupings, two shapes, and two or three groupings of single-scattering albedo under good observing conditions with MISR data , we selected just one representative set of properties for each of the six components in this sensitivity study, except sulfates. Our choices for particle properties are given in Table 3 . They are abstracted from standard sources, as (4) *In this table, r 1 and r 2 are the lower and upper radius limits for the particle size distribution. "Accum." stands for "accumulation mode" particles. Particle types are distributed lognormally, with characteristic radius r c and width ; 0 is the single-scattering albedo, given here at the effective wavelength of the MISR red channel. RH is the relative humidity to which hygroscopic particles are hydrated. Sulfate and sea-salt particles are hydrated to the RH value in column 9 using the model of Hanel [1976] ; where properties for these particle types are in parentheses, they refer to the dry particles. The aerosol physical data are abstracted from Shettle and Fenn [1979] , d 'Almeida et al. [1991] , WCP [1984] , and other sources, except as indicated. Optical data for spherical particles are calculated using standard Mie theory.
†Nonspherical (randomly oriented mixed spheroid) mineral dust models based on Mishchenko et al. [1997] . ‡Carbonaceous particle model based on Reid et al. [1998] . §Fractal thin cirrus model based on Mishchenko et al. [1996] .
Plate 1. (a-d) Global maps for January, April, July, and October, respectively, showing the spatial distribution of the five aerosol mixing groups defined as major headings in Table 2 , based on the aggregate of aerosol transport models listed in Table 1 . (e-h) Global maps for January, April, July, and October, respectively, showing the spatial distribution of the 13 representative air mass types, defined in Table 2 . To obtain these maps, each point was first classified by aerosol mixing group and then subclassified according to the representative air mass type nearest it, using percent contributions to total column optical depth of each component as the four-dimensional, linear distance metric.
Plate 2. (a-d) Global maps of total column aerosol optical depth ("tau") for January, April, July, and October, respectively, derived from the transport models of Tegen et al. [1997] . (e-h) Difference maps between AVHRR-retrieved total column aerosol optical depth for 1989 and the corresponding monthly transport model results for January, April, July, and October, respectively. The blue regions indicate places where no AVHRR data exist. referenced in this table.
We hydrated the sulfate particles to equilibrium at 70% relative humidity for "continental" air mass types and to 80% for "maritime" air masses using the hydration model of Hanel [1976] . We also defined two vertical distributions for accumulation mode dust; one, used for "continental" air mass types, places all the dust in a near-surface layer, as we do for all other components. The second, used for "maritime" air masses to simulate dust particles transported far from their source regions, distributes the particles between 5 and 10 km above the surface, with a scale height of 10 km. We used a Mie algorithm to relate physical to optical properties for the spherical particles; for nonspherical dust and cirrus, we obtained T-matrix results from Mishchenko et al. [1996 Mishchenko et al. [ , 1997 personal communication, 2000] . Extinction and scattering properties for distributions of particles are calculated as weighted averages. The lognormal size distribution used is
The width parameter () and characteristic radius (r c ) for each case are given in Table 3 , and N(r) is the number density of particles at radius (r). Of special interest is column 10 in Table 3 , which gives a "particle size/shape category" for each entry. These relate to the particle-scattering phase functions shown in Figure 1 . Scattering angles imaged by the nine MISR cameras for a typical midlatitude location are superposed in this figure.
The prototypical black carbon particle size distribution produces a characteristic "small particle" scattering phase function. (For small particles, particle shape does not alter the scattering phase function, so the distinction between spherical and nonspherical is moot.) Accumulation mode dust is a medium, nonspherical component, producing a relatively flat scat- Figure 1 . Single-scattering phase functions for six particle types (including two hydration states for sulfate particles) and thin cirrus, for MISR band 3 (672 nm effective wavelength). Detailed physical properties for these particles are given in Table 3 . Superposed on this plot are the scattering angles sampled by the nine MISR cameras for a typical midlatitude case. Camera designations are "A," "B," "C," and "D" for the four pairs of cameras viewing at shallow through steep viewing angles, respectively, "f" for forward looking, "a" for aft-looking, and "An" for nadir-viewing cameras.
tering phase function between a 70Њ and 160Њ scattering angle. Carbonaceous particles, as well as the two sulfate components, are categorized as medium, spherical. The coarse mode dust and sea salt are large, nonspherical and large, spherical particle types, respectively. Each has a steeply sloped scattering phase function at small scattering angles. The thin cirrus model produces a scattering phase function distinct from the other component aerosols. We also expect to distinguish absorbing ("dirty") from nonabsorbing ("clean") particles. In Table 3 the dust, carbonaceous, and black carbon particles are absorbing. It is on the basis of these differences among particle scattering phase functions and absorption characteristics that we expect to discriminate among natural mixtures of particles with MISR data.
Our Approach to the Aerosol Mixture Sensitivity Study
Our approach to the climatological sensitivity study is similar to that adopted by Kahn et al. [1998] for the generic retrieval study. We use simulations of top-of-atmosphere radiation to explore the sensitivity of multiangle observations to aerosol properties. The MISR Team has developed a radiative transfer code, based on the matrix operator method [Grant and Hunt, 1968] . It simulates reflectances as would be observed by MISR for arbitrary choice of aerosol mixture, amount, and vertical distribution, variable surface reflectance properties, and userselected Sun and viewing geometry [Diner et al., 1998a] . Radiances for mixtures of aerosol components are obtained by combining radiances for the individual components, weighted by their fractional contribution to optical depth, according to the modified linear mixing method of Abdou et al. [1997] . For the present study we simulated MISR measurements over a Fresnel-reflecting flat ocean surface, in a cloud-free, Rayleighscattering atmosphere with a surface pressure of 1.013 bar, a standard midlatitude temperature profile, and aerosols (except transported accumulation mode dust) concentrated in a nearsurface layer.
We assume here that the vertical distribution of aerosols has a negligible effect on the results. Our tests with particles inside and above the Rayleigh scattering layer show that the effect may be significant, particularly at the blue and green wavelengths and at the steepest viewing angles. However, most atmospheric aerosols are concentrated near the surface, and the MISR dark water retrievals use only the red and infrared channels, for which Rayleigh scattering is small. Other particle models will be added as needed when we are analyzing MISR data, particularly when we have the benefit of detailed field measurements at the observation site. For MISR retrievals over ocean we also model Sun glint and whitecaps, which depend on near-surface wind speed [Martonchik et al., 1998 ], and of course, we anticipate modifying the MISR retrieval algorithm, as needed, as we gain experience working with spacecraft data.
We designate one set of simulated reflectances as the MISR "measurements." For a measurement the atmosphere has a fixed total aerosol optical depth and specified fractional contributions from each of four component particles. We then test whether the measured radiances can be distinguished, within instrument uncertainty, from a series of "comparison" model reflectances. The five mixing groups identified in the climatology and listed as the major headings in Table 2 define the space of comparison models. Each comparison model represents a choice of four component particles. We vary the mixing ratio of each component systematically from 0 to 100%.
Test results for one set of measurements, against all possible comparison models within a mixing group, can be arranged in a tetrahedron, similar to the four-dimensional histograms used for the climatology analysis (Plate 3). The vertices of the tetrahedron represent tests against comparison models containing 100% of each of the four components, the edges are tests against mixtures of two components, the facets show tests against three components arrayed in standard ternary diagrams, and the interior voxels represent tests against fourcomponent mixtures. We use a grid of 5% steps in each dimension.
We also vary the total aerosol optical depth for comparison models over a grid, ranging from 0 to 1 in steps of 0.05. So the entire comparison-model parameter space for a climatological retrieval consists of five mixing groups, each composed of 21 tetrahedra that cover the range of total optical depth values, a total of nearly 186,000 comparison models. The goal of this sensitivity study is to determine the ranges of comparison model particle mixtures and total optical depths that give acceptable matches to the 13 climatologically representative atmospheric air mass types listed in Table 2 .
Testing Agreement Between "Measurements" and Comparison Models
Over ocean the MISR retrieval makes use of up to 18 measurements: nine angles at each of the two longest MISR wavelengths (bands 3 and 4, centered at 672 and 867 nm, respectively), where the water surface is darkest. We define four test variables to decide whether a comparison model is consistent with the measurements. Each is based on the 2 statistical formalism [e.g., Bevington and Robinson, 1992] .
One test variable weights the contributions from each observed reflectance according to the slant path through the atmosphere of the observation abs 2 ϭ 1
where meas is the simulated "measurement" of atmospheric equivalent reflectance, and comp is the simulated equivalent reflectance for the comparison model. (We define equivalent reflectance as the radiance multiplied by and divided by the exoatmospheric solar irradiance at normal incidence.) Values l and k are the indices for wavelength band and camera, N is the number of measurements included in the calculation, w k are weights, chosen to be the inverse of the cosine of the viewing angle appropriate to each camera k (i.e., the weights are proportional to the air mass through which the camera views), ͗w k ͘ is the average of weights for all the measurements included in the summation; abs (l, k; meas ) is the absolute calibration uncertainty in the equivalent reflectance for MISR band l and camera k. The nominal value of abs for MISR falls between 0.03 for a target with equivalent reflectance of 100% and 0.06 for an equivalent reflectance of 5%, in all channels [Diner et al., 1998a] . For the simulations we model abs as varying linearly with equivalent reflectance over this range. The abs 2 alone reduces 18 measurements to a single statistic; abs 2 emphasizes the absolute reflectance, which depends heavily on aerosol optical depth for bright aerosols over a dark surface. However, there is more information in the measure-ments that we can use to improve the retrieval discrimination ability.
A second 2 test variable emphasizes the geometric properties of the scattering, which depend heavily on particle size and shape. 
Here geom 2 (a dimensionless quantity) is the uncertainty in the camera-to-camera equivalent reflectance ratio, derived from the expansion of errors for a ratio of measurements 
cam (l, k; meas ) is the contribution of (band l, camera k) to the camera-to-camera relative calibration reflectance uncertainty; cam is nominally one-third the corresponding value of abs for the MISR instrument [Diner et al., 1998a] . Note that cam includes the effects of systematic calibration errors for ratios of equivalent reflectance between cameras, as well as random error due to instrument noise, though the latter has been neglected in these simulations, based on the high signalto-noise ratio demonstrated during MISR camera testing [Bruegge et al., 1998 ].
Similarly, we define a spectral 2 as 
band (l, k; meas ) is the contribution of (band l, camera k) to the band-to-band relative calibration reflectance uncertainty; band is nominally one-third the corresponding value of abs for the MISR instrument.
We include a maximum deviation test variable that is the single largest term contributing to abs 2 (see equation (2) 
All the other test variables are averages of up to 18 measurements. max dev 2 makes the greatest use of any band-specific or scattering-angle-specific phenomenon, such as a rainbow or a spectral absorption feature, in discriminating between the measurements and the comparison models.
Evaluating the 2 Test Variables
We defined four dependent variables to be used in comparing measurements with models ( abs 2 , geom 2 , spec 2 , and max dev 2 ). Since each 2 variable is normalized to the number of channels used, they are "reduced" 2 quantities, and a value less than or about unity implies that the comparison model is indistinguishable from the measurements. Values larger than about 1 imply that the comparison model is not likely to be consistent with the observations. In more detail, 2 Ͻ 1 means that the average difference between the measured and the comparison quantities is less than the associated measurement error. If the quantity in the numerator of a reduced 2 variable definition with 17 degrees of freedom is sampled from a population of random variables, an upper bound of 1 corresponds formally to an average confidence of about 50% that we are not rejecting a comparison model when in fact it should be accepted; for an upper bound of 2, the confidence increases to almost 99% [Bevington and Robinson, 1992] . This is not strictly true for the " 2 " variables defined here. They are actually the averages of correlated measurements from multiple bands and cameras, though each term contributing to these variables may itself be distributed as 2 . So a given upper bound is likely to be a less stringent constraint than the formalism implies.
To illustrate the values of the test variables, we developed a color bar with three segments: a logarithmic segment for values between 10
Ϫ5 and 1 depicted in shades of blue, a logarithmic segment for values between 5 and 10 4 depicted in shades of red, and a linear segment shown in light green, yellow, and orange shades for the intermediate values ]. Thus red shades in the figures indicate situations where the model is clearly distinguishable from the measurement, whereas blue shades indicate that the model is indistinguishable from the measurement. Black is reserved for exact agreement between model and measurement, which can occur in this study because we are working with simulated observations. Note that the color table has been designed so that if the figures are photocopied in black and white, first-order information about the ability to distinguish among models is preserved.
Sensitivity to Natural Aerosol Mixes
We are now ready to assess the MISR retrieval of climatologically probable aerosol mixtures over dark water. Table 2 defines the extensive comparison space of five mixing groups which covers every proportion of four-component mixtures for the climatologically probable combinations of six component particles. The sensitivity study is accomplished by identifying the ranges of mixtures within the comparison space which give satisfactory matches to each of the 13 representative air mass types identified in section 2.1 and also given in Table 2 . A narrow range indicates that MISR retrievals should be good at identifying that air mass type. We look first at simulations for air masses having moderate aerosol optical depth. We next examine how sensitivity is affected by low optical depth. Once the general patterns for all 13 air mass types have been characterized and explained in terms of the physical properties of the component particles, we briefly discuss the effects of thin cirrus and of the geographic latitude of observation upon the results.
MISR Sensitivity to 13 Representative Air Mass Types, Based on Five Climatologically Probable Mixing Groups
We begin this section by taking a close look at several specific cases and then examine summaries of the entire comparison space. Plate 4 shows the results of tests between simulated MISR measurements for an atmosphere with aerosol air mass type 2a (Table 2) and the 1771 comparison model mixtures that comprise mixing group 2 (dusty maritime ϩ coarse dust). The optical depth in MISR band 2 is set to 0.5 for both the atmosphere and the comparison models in this first example, and typical MISR midlatitude geometry has been adopted; we subsequently vary the aerosol optical depth systematically over the entire range from 0.0 to 1.0. The comparison model cases are arranged in a tetrahedron, and Plate 4 shows slices through this tetrahedron covering the interesting part of the space. Each pixel is divided into five fields. The upper left subpixel is colored with the result of the abs 2 test, the upper right has the result of the geom 2 test, the lower left shows the max_dev 2 test, and the lower right contains the spec 2 test, each using the color bar described in section 3.2. The background is colored with the result of the most constraining of these four tests (the one with the highest value), since, if any one of the tests indicates that the comparison model does not match the observation, the comparison model must be rejected. We call this value max 2 . Only four planes in Plate 4 have pixels with max 2 Ͻ 1. So if we use this as the criterion for accepting a comparison model, the fraction of the total optical depth contributed by coarse mode dust is constrained to fall between 5% and 20%, since no models having coarse mode dust fraction outside this range match the observations. Similarly, the sulfate particle mixing ratio is confined to the range 50 -55%, accumulation mode dust must fall between 5 and 35%, and sea salt is constrained between 5 and 25%. Plate 4 also indicates the correlations among acceptable fractions for each component. The actual composition for air mass type 2a is 10% coarse mode dust, 52% sulfate, 21% accumulation mode dust, and 17% sea salt. In this case, the MISR retrieval constrains all the component particle types in the mixture to within 15% of their true optical depth mixing ratios, and the best constraint is better than 5%.
Plates 5a-5d show sections through the tetrahedral comparison space for mixing group 4 (carbonaceous ϩ dusty continental), for an atmosphere with an aerosol composition given by air mass type 4a (Table 2 ). Four planes with constant coarse mode dust mixing ratio, ranging from 0 to 15%, are presented. In this case, the max 2 Ͻ 1 criterion yields solutions only for coarse mode dust between 0 and 10% mixing ratio, based on MISR band 2 optical depth contribution, and for accumulation mode dust between 20 and 25%. The sulfate and carbonaceous particles form a mixing line; models having as much as 70% sulfate (and 0% carbonaceous particles) or as little as 40% sulfate (and 40% carbonaceous particles) meet the acceptance criterion. For these mixtures of particles over a dark water surface, a simulated MISR retrieval using the red and nearinfrared bands and all nine angles cannot distinguish sulfates, which are "medium, spherical, nonabsorbing" particles, from carbonaceous, which are "medium, spherical, absorbing" particles (Table 3) . However, the sum of the fractional contributions to optical depth of sulfate and carbonaceous particles is always around 75%. This is close to the true value, the sum of 61% sulfate and 13% carbonaceous particle-mixing ratios.
A similar result appears in Plates 5e-5h, which examines the sensitivity of MISR to an atmosphere having aerosol composition given by air mass type 4c, in the tetrahedral comparison space for mixing group 4. Air mass type 4c contains only 22% sulfate and 11% carbonaceous particle optical depth contributions, along with 51% accumulation mode dust and 16% coarse mode dust. Using the max 2 Ͻ 1 criterion, acceptable matches are found for coarse mode dust between 10 and 20%, and accumulation mode dust from 45 to 55%, reflecting the larger dust contribution for air mass type 4c than for type 4a. Again, sensitivities are around Ϯ10% in optical depth mixing ratio, surrounding the expected value, except for sulfate and carbonaceous aerosols, which form a mixing line. Figure 2 gives a more extensive though less detailed picture of MISR sensitivity to all 13 representative air mass types, as compared with every combination on 5% tetrahedral grids for all five mixing groups. There are 13 columns of whisker plots, one for each representative air mass type in Table 2 . The first five rows are comparisons of the air mass types with each of the five mixing groups. The horizontal axis for each whisker plot allows six positions, one for each component particle in this study. The vertical axis shows the range from 0 to 1, of the component's fractional contribution to the total optical depth. There are no more than four whiskers in each plot, corresponding to the components of the relevant mixing group. Each whisker indicates the largest and smallest fractional contribution to the total optical depth of that component, for any comparison model in the mixing group that meets the criterion max 2 Ͻ 1. Longer whiskers indicate that acceptable comparison models span a wider range of optical depth mixing ratios. Note that correlations among component particles, such as the relationship between sulfate and carbonaceous particles illustrated in Plate 5, are not shown in Figure 2 . However, an "x" on each whisker indicates the component's optical depth mixing ratio for the comparison model in the relevant mixing group having the lowest value of max 2 . The last row of plots shows with a "plus" the actual fractions of component particles contributing to the air mass type for each column.
For Figure 2 the total atmospheric column optical depth, and that of all comparison models, is set to 0.5, and typical MISR midlatitude geometry is used. Scanning down the columns, there are no matches at all for any of the seven "maritime" air masses in the "continental" mixing groups (groups 4 and 5). This illustrates how distinctive sea-salt particles (large, spherical, Table 3 ) appear to MISR when the background is dark water. Similarly, there is only one match for any "continental" air mass in the three "maritime" mixing groups. This match is for air mass 4b in mixing group 1. The acceptable comparison model has 40% accumulation mode dust, which is similar to the air mass value, and a combination of sulfate and carbonaceous particles that apparently accounts for the medium, spherical particles in the air mass; and the chosen model contains none of the distinctive sea salt available in the mixing group but absent from the air mass. The max 2 for this model is 0.958.
Further examination of Figure 2 reveals that sensitivities to all components are within 10 -20% or better of the expected values, except for the redundancy between sulfates and carbonaceous particles. Discrimination between spherical and nonspherical particles is so strong that there are no matches for air masses 2a and 2b, which contain accumulation and coarse mode dust, in mixing group 3, which lacks both of these particle types. Continental air mass types produce very similar ranges of sulfates, accumulation mode dust, and carbonaceous particles in both continental mixing groups. However, the re-trievals find acceptable matches with either black carbon (small, absorbing) or coarse mode dust (large, nonspherical, absorbing), when tested against atmospheres containing aerosols from the continental air masses in our climatology. These air masses contain 20% or less of black carbon or coarse mode dust components, the apparent limit on MISR sensitivity to particle properties in climatologically probable mixtures, for the dark water, two-spectral-band retrievals simulated here.
Sensitivity to Optical Depth and to Air Mass Type at Low Optical Depth
We varied the optical depths of the atmospheres and comparison models independently and assessed the retrieval results. From the generic sensitivity study ] we know that sensitivity decreases with decreasing atmospheric total column optical depth. Following the results of that paper, we anticipate that regardless of composition, comparison models differing in total column optical depth by 20% or more should not match the atmosphere. There is a difference, however, between the generic and the climatological retrievals. The generic retrieval involves only one set of effective, columnweighted particle phase functions and indices of refraction for each atmosphere and each comparison model. The climatological retrieval is free to mix properties of up to four component particles, and occasionally, the individual particle phase functions combine to produce spurious matches with larger optical Figure 2 . Whisker plot matrix shows MISR sensitivity to all 13 representative air mass types, as compared with every combination on 5% tetrahedral grids for all five mixing groups. Each column contains plots for one air mass type in Table 2 . The first five rows are for each of the mixing groups in Table 2 . The horizontal axis for each whisker plot allows six positions, one for each component particle in this study (Tables 1 and 3 ). The vertical axis in each plot indicates the fraction of column optical depth in MISR band 2 contributed by a component. Each plot summarizes the comparisons between an atmosphere with the aerosol mixture defined by one air mass type and all 1771 comparison models in one mixing group. Whiskers are drawn spanning the upper and lower limits of fractional contribution of each component in the mixing group, for any model that meets the criterion max 2 Ͻ 1. Component particle mixing ratios for the comparison model yielding the smallest value of max 2 are marked by "x" on each whisker. Row 6 plots indicate with "ϩ" the fractions of components in the air mass types. For this plot matrix the total column optical depth in MISR band 2 is set to 0.5 for all atmospheres and comparison models, and cosine of the solar zenith angle is set to 0.6, a typical MISR midlatitude situation. See text for further details.
Plate 4.
Example of sections through a tetrahedral comparison matrix. Air mass type 2a (Table 2 ) defines the aerosol composition of the atmosphere, and the comparison models are all 1771 combinations of sulfate, sea salt, accumulation mode dust, and coarse mode dust, in 5% increments, which define mixing group 2. In this figure, the optical depth in MISR band 2 is set to 0.5 for both the atmosphere and the comparison models, and typical MISR midlatitude geometry is adopted. Shown here are six planes with constant coarse mode dust fraction, corresponding coarse mode dust of (a) 0%, (b) 5%, (c) 10%, (d Plate 5.
(a-d) Same as Plate 4 but for an atmosphere with aerosol composition given by air mass type 4a (Table 2 ) and comparison models defined by mixing group 4 (carbonaceous ϩ dusty continental, Table 2 ). Shown here are four planes having constant coarse mode dust fraction, corresponding to (a) 0%, (b) 5%, (c) 10%, and (d) 15%. (e-h) Same as Plates 5a-5d but with the atmosphere defined by air mass type 4c. The four planes shown are sections with constant coarse mode dust fraction, corresponding to (e) 10%, (f) 15%, (g) 20%, and (h) 25%. Air mass type 4c contains 39% less sulfate, 30% more accumulation mode dust, and 11% more coarse mode dust than air mass type 4a.
depth differences. Fortunately, these tend to be isolated solutions, whereas there is usually a range of acceptable models surrounding the values for a correct solution, as shown in Figure 2 . We further discuss spurious solutions below. When the 13 atmospheres have optical depth 0.5, there are no matches for comparison models having optical depths less than 0.4, for any mixing group. Nor are there any matches for comparison models with optical depths greater than 0.6, except for several isolated cases. The exceptions involve black carbon, which is in the comparison models but not in the atmospheres for these cases, and accumulation mode dust, which is in the atmospheres but not the comparison models. Increased black carbon fraction substitutes for accumulation mode dust and keeps the absolute reflectance low, while small adjustments in sea salt, sulfate, and carbonaceous fractions complete the matches.
The phase function plots for individual particle types in Figure 1 provide some insight into these spurious cases. The black carbon phase function is relatively flat over the range of scattering angles viewed by the forward cameras (about 60Њ to 100Њ) and aft cameras (about 150Њ to 160Њ). Since the phase function for accumulation mode dust, which is present in the atmospheres but absent from the comparison models, is also fairly flat over these angles, matches are possible.
Multiple scattering accounts for between 50 and 70% of the signal in all these cases, so there are limits as to how far it is useful to carry interpretations based on reasoning from single scattering. We conclude that we can account qualitatively for the trends in the spurious matches. If this were a retrieval involving real data, such a match would be suspect because (1) only a few isolated cases give matches for each comparison model optical depth, rather than 5% to 20% ranges of fractional amounts, as occur for true solutions, and (2) the mixing ratio of black carbon, 20% or more, falls significantly outside the climatologically probable range.
The situation is far simpler for atmospheres having total column optical depth 0.5 and comparison models having lower optical depths. There is no particle in the climatology with a relatively flat scattering phase function that can increase reflectances, as black carbon lowers them when the comparison model optical depth is higher. For comparison models having optical depth below 0.4, there are no matches at all.
When the total atmospheric column aerosol optical depth falls to between 0.1 and 0.2 in MISR band 2, information about particle properties decreases, the number of matches grows, and some of the substitutions occur more readily than at higher optical depth. For example, with atmospheric and comparison model optical depths at 0.2, solutions are found in mixing group 2 (which is maritime) for all six continental air mass types, though the amount of sea salt in the solutions is usually either 0 or 5%. In other cases, combinations of accumulation mode dust and carbonaceous particles in a comparison model can account for the contributions of coarse mode dust in the atmosphere at these low overall optical depths.
However, even at low optical depths the ability to discriminate large, spherical particles (sea salt), nonspherical particles (accumulation and coarse mode dust), and small, dark particles (black carbon) is preserved, to within 20% of the component's true contribution to the total optical depth. In addition, sensitivity to optical depth itself remains high. For an atmosphere having 0.2 total column optical depth, there are no matches at all when the comparison model optical depths are 0.15 or lower, or when they are higher than 0.35. As with the more optically thick atmospheres, spurious matches can occur when comparisons are made with models having higher optical depth and containing black carbon (mixing groups 3 and 5). Once again, in all these cases, black carbon accounts for a climatologically high fraction of the total optical depth. Such cases would be suspect in an actual retrieval.
Sensitivity Issues Related to Thin Cirrus and to Geographic Latitude
The MISR data processing algorithms use several clouddetection approaches to eliminate observations containing clouds [e.g., Diner et al., 1998a; Gao and Kaufman, 1995] . Although we expect these masks to be effective over a wide range of natural conditions, they are unlikely to be reliable when the cirrus normal optical depth is less than a few tenths at midvisible wavelengths.
Thin cirrus is fundamentally different from the component particles considered in previous sections. There are common mechanisms that form optically thin hazes of cirrus ice crystals at most latitudes. Climatological constraints on the spatial and temporal distribution of thin cirrus are so loose that by including it, we create an additional dimension in the sensitivity study.
We performed a preliminary study of four-component mixtures that include thin cirrus, assuming cirrus microphysical properties from the fractal model of Mishchenko et al. [1996] , listed in Table 3 and shown in Figure 1 . A new set of mixing groups was created, containing both cirrus and sulfate components, along with sea salt for maritime groups, accumulation mode dust for the continental groups, and one of the remaining entries in Table 1 as the fourth component. New air mass types were defined, based loosely on the patterns in Table 2 , but containing 10, 20, and 50% cirrus contributions to the total column aerosol optical depth.
The study involved three additional sets of tests: atmospheres containing cirrus versus comparison models without cirrus, atmospheres without cirrus against comparison models containing cirrus, and atmospheres containing cirrus against comparison models containing cirrus. Most of the behavior follows patterns described in sections 4.1 and 4.2.
In nearly all cases the retrieval can distinguish thin cirrus from other component particles if the total column aerosol optical depth is greater than about 0.2 and the cirrus contribution is more than about 20%. The ability of MISR to identify aerosol air mass types is significantly reduced when cirrus is present, but the sensitivity to total aerosol optical depth is not diminished. A more extensive study of thin cirrus sensitivity, one that incorporates several cirrus particle models as well as comparisons with MISR observations, will be the subject of a future paper.
Since the range of scattering angles observed by MISR varies with latitude, we also expanded the sensitivity study to include high-and low-latitude cases. At high latitudes the range of scattering angles sampled by MISR increases, extending from about 40Њ to 160Њ. The patterns are very similar to those at midlatitudes; the lengths of whiskers are shorter in some cases but not significantly so relative to the ranges of uncertainty. At low latitudes, scattering angle coverage is limited to between about 105Њ and 165Њ. Whisker lengths are longer in some cases, and a few more coincidental matches occur, but the conclusions of this and previous sections remain intact.
Discussion and Conclusions
In earlier theoretical work we performed generic retrieval simulations for a MISR-like instrument. Such retrievals make a minimum of assumptions about the particles present and seek column-averaged, cross-section-weighted mean aerosol properties. The results provide insight into the information content of the observations. We found that for natural ranges of particle properties, under good observing conditions, the MISR retrieval can make about a dozen distinctions based on particle size (small, medium, large), shape (spherical and randomly oriented nonspherical), and composition (absorbing and nonabsorbing), along with estimates of aerosol column optical depth.
A limitation of the generic retrieval approach is that crosssection-weighted mean aerosol properties are difficult to compare with in situ and field measurements, and with the results of any physically based aerosol transport model, since these describe the behavior of mixtures of component particles. The current paper explores climatological retrievals for simulated MISR data. Such retrievals constrain the proportions of individual components in climatologically probable mixtures. We conclude that multiangle, multispectral imaging contains enough information about particle properties to warrant adopting this retrieval approach as well.
Since the value of a climatological retrieval depends on the quality of an assumed climatology, we base our assumptions on results from some of the best available global, monthly aerosol transport models. Our analysis shows that the entire global, monthly data set, aggregated from transport models for the six most common component particles, can be represented by a climatology containing only five mixing groups, each composed of all possible proportions of four externally mixed components. The mixing groups define the climatological retrieval comparison space. We also find that within each mixing group, the climatologically probable mixtures cluster into only two or three representative air mass types, having specific proportions of the four components in that group. For the sensitivity study, these representative air mass types characterize the sample atmospheres that are tested against the comparison space. The mixing group and representative air mass type results are summarized in Table 2 and Plate 1.
To complete the climatology, we must assume microphysical properties for each component aerosol (Table 3) . The values used here were obtained from standard sources and reflect the characteristic differences among component particles. However, detailed microphysical properties of component particles vary with source region and air mass meteorological history. When performing retrievals with MISR data, we anticipate using additional constraints from in situ and field measurements whenever possible to reduce the uncertainties.
On the basis of midlatitude simulations, for the assumed climatology, good viewing conditions, and moderate aerosol optical depth (nominally 0.5 at 0.56 m wavelength), MISR can retrieve sea salt (large, spherical particles) and accumulation mode dust (medium, nonspherical particles) to within 20% of the true mixing ratio or better. This is sufficient to distinguish maritime from continental aerosol air masses. MISR retrievals over dark water, using nine angles and the red and near-IR channels, are not good at distinguishing sulfates (medium, spherical, nonabsorbing) from carbonaceous particles (medium, spherical, absorbing); however, the sum is retrieved to within 20% of the true mixing ratio or better.
Coarse mode dust and black carbon particles contribute less than 20% to the total column aerosol optical depth everywhere in the climatology. Though models having the correct composition usually yield the lowest max 2 , comparison models with adjusted amounts of other components can usually be found to meet the acceptance criterion for atmospheres containing the less abundant particles.
In spite of the added flexibility offered by the climatological retrieval in allowing mixtures of components having different single-scattering phase functions, constraints on total aerosol optical depth are nearly as tight as those for the generic retrieval. With an atmospheric aerosol optical depth of 0.5 no comparison models having optical depth less than 0.4 or greater than 0.75 match any of the atmospheres. The matching comparison models having optical depths greater than 0.60 all contain large fractions of black carbon, and most are isolated solutions that arise from fortuitous combinations of particlescattering phase functions. In actual retrievals, such cases would be suspect, because (1) retrieved component mixing ratios for true solutions are not isolated; they typically span a range of 5-20%, and (2) mixtures containing 20% or more black carbon are climatologically improbable.
When the total atmospheric aerosol column optical depth is reduced to 0.2, the constraints are looser than for the 0.5 cases, and some substitutions of component particles occur more readily. However, the ability to distinguish large, spherical particles (sea salt), nonspherical particles (accumulation and coarse mode dust), and small, dark particles (black carbon) is preserved, at least to within 20% or better of the expected values; and even with reduced sensitivity to particle microphysical properties, the total aerosol optical depth is constrained to 0.05 or better, if one rejects cases having implausibly large fractions of black carbon or coarse mode dust.
We can relate the climatological retrieval approach developed here to other satellite aerosol retrievals. The MISR climatological retrieval looks at five mixing groups, each composed of four component particles in all possible combinations. Each mixing group can be represented by a tetrahedron, as described in sections 2.1 and 4.1.
The AVHRR phases 1 and 2 aerosol retrieval algorithms can be viewed as climatological retrievals that interpret one-channel measurements using one vertex of one tetrahedron as the comparison space. For the phase 2 algorithm, a medium spherical (sulfate-like) particle type is assumed, having a lognormal size distribution with characteristic radius 0.1 m, width 2.03, and index of refraction 1.4 Ϫ 0.0i. For interpreting single-channel observations the aerosol climatology developed for the MISR analysis seems to support this choice; sulfates are the only particles common to all air mass types, and they frequently account for a substantial fraction of the column aerosol optical depth, particularly over ocean.
Many two-channel AVHRR algorithms are cast as generic rather than climatological retrievals [e.g., Durkee et al., 1991; Stowe et al., 1997; Mishchenko et al., 1999] . These produce aerosol column optical depth, and a constraint on column mean, cross-section-weighted particle size from a continuum of possible values, for assumed particle size distribution function, particle shape, and indices of refraction; but here the line between generic and climatological retrievals blurs. Having assumed size distribution function, shape, and indices of refraction, the ratio of two-component particles can be uniquely calculated from a retrieved size constraint such as a value of the Angstrom coefficient. Attempts are made in these studies to interpret the size constraints resulting from the retrievals in terms of climatologically probable components.
A retrieval developed for AVHRR [Higurashi and Nakajima, 1998 ], and also applied to the OCTS instrument [Nakajima and Higurashi, 1998; Nakajima et al., 1999] , takes a climatological approach, solving explicitly for the ratio of small to large particle components along with aerosol column optical depth. This retrieval assumes two lognormal distributions of spherical particles having characteristic radii 0.17 and 3.44 m, and for the OCTS case, widths 1.3 and 2.75, respectively. The index of refraction is set to 1.5 Ϫ 0.005i for all particles. This approach amounts to using the edge of one tetrahedron as the comparison space. The components chosen are a medium spherical particle (corresponding to the carbonaceous or sulfate components in the MISR climatology) and a large spherical particle (similar to the MISR sea salt, though larger). The results of the present study seem to fit well with this selection. Of the six components in the MISR retrieval, sulfate and carbonaceous particles are difficult for satellite remote sensing instruments to distinguish over dark water. Spherical and nonspherical particles are difficult to distinguish for instruments lacking multiangle capability, and sensitivity to small, dark particles (black carbon) over dark water is not so high as for other components. This collapses the MISR six-component comparison space down to one large spherical and one medium spherical component.
The standard dark water aerosol retrieval for the multispectral, nadir-looking Moderate-Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) instrument, flying on the Terra platform along with MISR, is a hybrid of generic and climatological approaches [Tanre et al., 1997] . The algorithm solves for aerosol column optical depth and the ratio of contributions from pairs of lognormally distributed components, one medium spherical, the other, large spherical. However, in addition, the retrieval selects a best fit medium spherical component from among five options having incrementally different radii, widths, and indices of refraction. Similarly, the large spherical component is selected from among six options.
From an aerosol climatology perspective, one qualitatively new contribution of MISR is an ability to distinguish spherical from nonspherical particles. We are driven to create a comparison space of five four-component mixing groups so we can explicitly include climatologically important coarse dust and black carbon components, to which MISR has some sensitivity, but which are rarely among the two or three most abundant particles in natural air masses. By reporting the range of acceptable solutions over an extensive, climatologically based comparison space, the MISR climatological retrieval distinguishes among aerosol air mass types with passive remote sensing observations.
In this series of MISR aerosol retrieval papers, we have sorted through an enormous amount of simulated data. We have identified patterns in the MISR sensitivity to atmospheric aerosols using both a column-average-particle "generic" approach and a retrieval strategy for aerosol mixtures which relies on a climatology of component particles having assumed microphysical properties. The retrievals were performed using the MISR red and near-infrared channels, at all nine look angles, over dark water. Enhancements to these retrieval strategies are possible, such as including data from the MISR blue or green channels, if issues of ocean surface reflectance at these wavelengths and increased sensitivity to the vertical distribution of aerosols can be addressed. We may find ways to improve aerosol retrieval sensitivity by incorporating data from other instruments, such as longer wavelength channels from MODIS.
However, it is time to look at real data. With instrument observations, uncertainties introduced by specific attributes of the environment will need to be considered: the vertical distribution of aerosols, the surface bidirectional reflectance function, the actual physical properties of the aerosols and any cirrus ice crystals present, and variability of surface and aerosol properties within the scene. Where possible, we will rely on in situ and field measurements to help constrain the solution space. Analysis of observations from AirMISR, the aircraft version of our multiangle instrument [Diner et al., 1998b] , is the subject of continuing work ; and we are just beginning to look at data from MISR itself.
